
 

Press release 
 
The new J8 twin –  
The compact automatic coffee machine with two grinders for two 
different coffee varieties 
 
Niederbuchsiten, ## – A speciality coffee with or without caffeine? Dark espresso roast or a mild 
lungo blend instead? The J8 twin from JURA comes equipped with two high-performance conical 
grinders. Combining two coffee machines in one, this is the first in the compact class to offer 
the best of both worlds. Two different bean varieties are used to create unique beverages, either 
pure or blended, at the touch of a button. Coffee pleasure every time – freshly ground, not 
capsuled. With the J8 twin, there is also the option to top off chosen beverages with delicately 
sweetened milk foam, serving up an entirely new world of taste. Made possible by Swiss 
engineering expertise, which is behind state-of-the-art technology such as the P.A.G.3+ grinder 
and the Sweet Foam function. 
 
Two P.A.G.3+ high-performance conical grinders 
The J8 twin opens up a whole new world of coffee enjoyment. Capable of processing two different coffee 
varieties, it provides a host of options that cater to all tastes. Regardless of whether you prefer your 
speciality coffee decaffeinated in the evenings or want to combine different roasts, the J8 twin can make 
it happen. The clever design of the compact J8 twin means it comes equipped with two high-performance 
P.A.G.3+ grinders. In addition to delivering reliable precision, these grinders actively monitor grind 
consistency while also featuring aroma control and a harmonious sound design. Between preparations, 
the grinders remain in rest mode. This is gentler on the grinders and extends their service life while 
ensuring consistently delectable flavour. 
 
Specialities to suit every individual taste 
The J8 twin can prepare 32 delicious specialities. With two ceramic disc grinders, the machine boasts 
maximum flexibility when it comes to creating tasty beverages. Every coffee is made to meet personal 
taste, always freshly ground with your favourite coffee variety, strong or mild, regular or decaf. In short, 
it boasts the advantages of two coffee machines in one compact machine. And yet this talented all-
rounder can do even more. It’s possible to flavour the milk foam to give it a subtle sweet note and thus 
open up an entirely new world of taste. From the classic espresso to the on-trend Sweet Latte, there is 
something for everyone here. 
 
Results at the tip of your finger 
The Panorama Coffee Panel enables you to use all the benefits of the J8 twin intuitively. Precise and 
logical, this operating concept is self-explanatory. The sliders in Easy Mode also ensure maximum 
flexibility when adapting a speciality to the preferred cup. Assistance systems make operation even 
easier, while aroma control ensures the correct grind consistency. The Coffee Eye intelligent cup sensor 
ensures the cups are always placed under the correct spout for the chosen speciality. And, of course, 
cleaning and maintenance are also possible at just the touch of a button. 
 
Peak performance in a compact, clever design 
Two ceramic disc grinders have been neatly designed to fit into one compact, elegant machine. With 
clean lines, high-quality materials and superior craftsmanship, the J8 twin is a sophisticated piece of 
equipment. The attention to detail is clearly expressed in elements such as the grind consistency setting, 
the height-adjustable coffee spout and the grinder lids. Form and function seamlessly combine to create 
a coordinated unit, at the centre of which is the Panorama Coffee Panel. In combination with subtle 
design highlights, the choice of colours superbly complements the lines of this exceptional coffee 
machine. 



 

 
_____________________________________ 
 
JURA Elektroapparate AG, founded in 1931 and based in Niederbuchsiten, Switzerland, is the innovation leader in 
automatic speciality coffee machines. The company’s products stand for the perfect coffee result from fresh beans, 
always freshly ground and extracted at the touch of a button. The product range includes both machines for 
domestic use and professional models. In recent years, the long-established Swiss brand has grown to become a 
global player, operating in around 50 countries. 
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